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The thirtieth edition of the British Art Fair took place between 20th            
and 23rd 
September. It was the first edition to be held at the Saatchi Gallery             
under the new ownership of Robert and Johnny Sandelson. Gay          
Hutson, one of the three original owners of the fair, remains closely            
involved with the running of the fair and the event remains the only             
art fair dedicated to Modern British Art. 
 
Participating gallerists expressed positive sentiments about the       
fair’s new location and direction with strong sales reported. These          
included some stand-out sales such as a large Barbara Hepworth          
that sold for in the region of £2.5m by Belgrave St. Ives Gallery to a               
private collection. The 1.2m tall bronze work ‘Two Forms in Echelon           
(1961) stood from 1963 to around ten years ago in the courtyard of             
Barnaloft, a block of apartments and studios for artists at          
Porthmeor Beach, St Ives. It was offered for the first time on behalf             
of the original owners at the fair. 
 
Michael Gaca, Director of Belgrave St. Ives said: “Overall we had a            
very positive response from visitors about the quality of the fair and            
the new venue, identifying the sense of space and light in           
particular. This year we had the unique opportunity to bring with us            
from Cornwall a major sculpture by Barbara Hepworth.” 
 
Gaca also noted the opportunity the fair offers to regional galleries           
in Britain: “As a gallery situated in the far west of the country, albeit              
in a place with a strong art heritage, it is useful for us to have the                
opportunity to exhibit in London as many of our clients are based in             
London or the South.” 
 
Peter Osborne of Osborne Samuel Gallery commented,“We       
thoroughly enjoyed the British Art Fair at its new location. The fair            
was very well organised and there was plenty of excellent British art            
on show. We met many of our best collectors and many new people             
and made good sales of sculpture and painting.” 
 
Sarah Long of Long & Ryle Gallery echoed this sentiment. “The           
venue of the Saatchi Gallery gave a fresh and exciting look to The             
British Art Fair. We met and sold to new collectors a number of             



works by Rachel Nicholson, Joe Tilson, Bryan Pearce and Linda         
Styles. Despite the plethora of art fairs, the British Art Fair felt both             
relevant and stylish.” 
 
Stephen Paisnel of The Nine British Art said, “The venue is perfect.            
Good location, good space, good lighting. The Fair is on a path for             
much greater recognition in the future. We sold from all price           
points within our usual range of £2,000 to £75,000 and met new            
clients with future potential.” 
 
Other gallerists noted that the visitor experience and atmosphere of          
this year’s edition of the fair was very positive. “The British Art Fair             
was good for us,” noted Anthony Brown of Connaught Brown, “And           
I would say that it was an enjoyable experience.” Meanwhile Adrian           
Mibus, Director of Whitford Fine Art said, “The fair is in a wonderful             
new location and well visited. We are happy with sales and after            
sales. We sold works by Albert Irvin, Clive Barker and Frank Avray            
Wilson.” 
 
Many other galleries reported excellent sales and a number have          
had excellent follow on business with the promise of more to come. 
 
Critical reception was positive to the presentations of the fifty          
participating dealers as well as the three special projects that made           
up the fair. The Daily Telegraph noted that the fair was “bigger and             
brighter than before” and that the “larger space (of the Saatchi           
Gallery) seems to have enabled exhibitors to think bigger.” 
 
Robert Sandelson, Fair Director, said: “We are proud that our first           
year at the Saatchi Gallery has produced such positive feedback          
from gallerists and visitors alike. We always felt that the fair           
deserved the right stage to really showcase the strength of Modern           
British Art and believe that this year’s edition vindicated that belief.           
The dates of next year’s fair are the 19th to 22nd September and we              
are already thinking on how we can build on this year’s success to             
keep taking the British Art Fair forward.”  
 
 
 
 



 




